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S

exy” is a word you hear and read a
lot in this industry. Truthfully, there
is nothing “sexy” about credit card
processing, fighting chargebacks or “databreach insurance.” However, while these
things may not be sexy, they are critical
in the financial world and translate to the
merchant world. To fill this void, in steps
Miriam Ramos of Platinum Solutions, a
processing company that has been honing
its craft for more than 30 years.
“We work with every industry, not just
the adult industry—this is just my particular
passion,” the gregaroius Ramos says. “But
as far as the company as a whole goes,
there is no one that we don’t try to help and
no one that we try to turn away. If there’s a
way to help you, that’s what we want to do.”
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Having worked with adult
nightclubs for years, Miriam
Ramos’ Platinum Solutions
knows — and can help
safeguard against — the pitfalls
adult stores can face when
dealing with the banks and card
giants of the financial world.
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Her passion has particularly been
the adult entertainment side, as Ramos
has been working with gentlemen’s
clubs for more than a decade. She
notes how, similar to these clubs, adult
novelty stores can raise an unwarranted
red flag for the nature of their business.
“The adult industries are often targeted
for chargebacks, whether it’s on the
entertainment side or whether it’s on the
novelty side,” she says. “People
can come up with all kinds of
excuses as to why they didn’t
make that purchase, they were
overcharged for that purchase or it
wasn’t them.”
She explains that banks often sort adult stores
into the “high-risk category,” which is often an unearned —
and undesirable — label. But the high-risk tag carries with
it more scrutiny because of questions associated with the
legitimacy of the transaction.
There are steps adult stores can take to help
themselves. First off, be honest. Ramos says in order for
the processing application to be taken properly, an adult
novelty store has to be written as such.
“If, for example, you list an adult novelty store as being
a retail store or a boutique, and you’re selling DVDs, well
you have to list if you’re selling DVDs,” says Ramos. “If
you’re selling books, you have to list that. Every item that’s
being sold goes into a certain category and you have to be
forthcoming about whatever it is that you’re offering.”
Adult stores that try to cut corners will likely find
themselves being dropped, because the first time a
chargeback or retrieval request comes about, it will trigger
a warning shot to a bank.
“Let’s say a chargeback comes as a result of an adult
toy and all that’s on the application is lingerie—that’s
a problem because the merchant is selling a product
it hadn’t cleared with the application writer,” Ramos
adds. “The novelty would have been permissible; it’s the
deception that’s the penalty.”

Protecting yourself in the online world

While brick-and-mortar locations are still a staple of the
industry, there’s a not-so-subtle shift to an online presence
that creates another obstacle for these businesses in the
processing world. Ramos explains that online purchases
will always incur a higher rate because the card isn’t
physically present. There are added security measures
merchants can take, such as certain questions or
encryption, to keep costs down.
She concedes that while a customer’s presence in
brick-and-mortar location would be preferred, it’s not
always realistic.
“In today’s world, just about everybody shops online,”
she says. “As a consumer, I simply don’t have the time to
physically walk into all these places and make payments
or pick up something I might want or need. It’s just not
realistic anymore. All we can do as a credit card processor
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is to provide the most secure environment for doing so, to
make sure our clients are as educated as possible, and the
huge thing is this data-breach insurance that we provide.”
Platinum Solutions provides data-breach insurance that
covers merchants for $100,000 in the event of a breach.
Regardless of the security initiatives put in place, breaches
occur every single day.
Unfortunately, Ramos knows the stigma adult stores
face all too well. Before she worked with adult novelty
stores and was still dealing primarily with adult nightclubs,
Ramos had clients who had stores in addition to clubs.
In fact, one of her first clients had a chain of clubs with
adult stores attached to several clubs locations. She sat
down and looked at the numbers and saw he was incurring
“ridiculous” charges. What struck Ramos was that this
client didn’t think there was any recourse.
“I thought at first, ‘Well maybe it’s just him,’” she says.
“But after I got more fully involved in the industry, I found
that this was the norm, not the exception.”
Platinum Solutions’ work with adult clubs has secured
Ramos an endorsement from ACE (the Associatio of
Club Executives, the national organizing and lobbying
association for the multi-billion-dollar adult nightclub
industry - Ed.) which is a major stamp of approval and
a sign that its work with clubs, and subsequently adult
novelty stores, is proven to be effective.
As a merchant, it can be a boon to your business to
reexamine your processing needs and check out someone
who can empathize with your company’s possibly
precarious standing in the financial arena.
“We appreciate the adult industry,” Ramos says. “We
enjoy it, we respect it and we’ve welcomed the opportunity
to do business with it.”
For more information, call (216) 543-4983 or visit
merchantservicesforyou.com.
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